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In a nutshell, most everyone uses clichés, some folks more than others.  And many folks horribly mis-use 
clichés without even knowing the proper context of neither the cliché nor the meaning behind it, be that as 
it maybe.  Much like shoving your donkeys before the cart, so to speak, in these same tokens it really 
doesn’t cut the cheese.  For all intensive purposes, it’s one half of this one and six dozen of the others, as 
the old saying goes, and that goes without saying… or does it?  We try to avoid clichés like the plaque, 
excepting maybe in this one article.   
 

Let’s cut to the chase.  Silver’s long association as the “Devil’s Metal” has absolutely nothing to do with the 
ideology that the metal has evil properties.  This less-than-honorable connotation more pointedly describes 
how silver was sold in the early days.  When Jesus “Cleansed the Temple” by furiously overturning the 
money-changers tables, he was not angry at the concept of silver as honest money, nor the right to fair 
profit, he was angry at the individual money-changers themselves, for charging innocent people a high 
premium for the special silver coin that was needed in order to make temple offerings.  Essentially, the 
money-changers were running an extortionist/monopolistic cartel where Jews were required by their 
religion to visit the temple, and there was nowhere else to obtain the coins.  Jesus was most angry about 
the money-changers defiling a house of God by turning it into a marketplace, but the monopoly set by the 
money-changers only made matters worse.  Yes, this was 2000+ years ago.  Funny that we often think times 
were much simpler and pure back then.  But people are people, and come hell or high water, greed has no 
bounds and will always be a strong and compelling human temptation, and the matter of the fact is that 
human brains worked basically the same way back then as they do now.  
 

Advance the clock to 2017, and aside from innovation, liberation and technology, it’s the same stuff 
different day.  I’ll bet that if Ancestry.com went back to this period in time and researched data on the 
crooked money-changers, they would find direct lineage to the traders and bosses at JP Morgan et al.  And 
that’s just the tip of the ice cube.  Where there is profit, there too is greed and corruption.  So, in fact, the 
Devil is in the details – in the way corruption has abused the metal, and not about the metal in and of itself.  
Throughout time, the Devil’s Cartel has diabolically abused the goodness and purity of Silver.  And, by no 



stretch of the imagination, it is all in the spirit of Greed, the lone culprit.  It’s the same old story as the 
current and ongoing COMEX fleecing of silver by identically programmed crooks, and again, their 
shenanigans have nothing to do with any evil relating to silver, only unnecessary and unscrupulous evil in 
themselves.  And criminy, today they don’t even trade real silver, they trade paper contracts that don’t even 
register on a purity scale.   But we know that the grass is always greener on the honest side.   

For the record, all commodities are manipulated, and we could just as easily associate Gold, Crude Oil or 
Soybeans as the Devil’s commodities as well.  All are gamed by crooks in much the same fashion, but none 
to the extent or daring blatancy as Silver.  But that’s spilled milk under the bridge now.  In our book, 
nothing holds a candle to silver.  But why did Silver earn the honor of Devil’s Metal?  Perhaps because the 
above story taught us that people love to hate it.  They hate it because it has always been an escape goat 
to be manipulated for profit, in other words, priced accessibly for the greedy people to abuse the masses 
with.  Ironically, today only a tiny fraction of the silver traded and hedged on a daily basis is real physical 
silver, while the rest is just paper IOU’s that ‘supposedly’ represent silver.  But every iCloud has a silver 
lining.  With all the commotion about silver, there is no doubt the real metal will trump paper in a VERY BIG 
way when the fan hits the spit, knock on wood. 

Silver’s correction-cleansing-resurrection will soon play out like a bad game of musical chairs, with a herd of 
tens of thousands of innocent sheeple circling only a few chairs to scurry to and sit in when the music stops. 
And the music WILL most definitely stop, and soon, and the rest will be history.  Here’s a subtle 
recommendation for you:  Keep your eyes peeled and buy yourself a SILVER chair.  If you read last  
month's  art ic le,  Dirty Laundry, you read that JP Morgan is now sitting comfortably in all of their 
chairs.  This means that when the music stops, THEY will be sitting pretty, and everyone else will be left 
standing, unless your chair is also positioned for you to sit firmly and comfortably.  Think outside the box, 
grab your seat and watch the fireworks.  This will be a win-win.   

As the old saying goes, less is more.  Wait, scratch that !!  In terms of stacking, Less is clearly LESS, and 
MORE is unequivocally MOAR!  Irregardlessly, at today’s prices it’s baffling to us that physical silver is not 
selling like hotcakes.  When the crooks are finally thrown under the bus and disallowed to continue their 
price suppression, and silver is finally allowed to trade at its long-awaited fair market value, silver will earn 
renewed respect and honor, and it should then rightfully take on the new connotation of “God’s Metal.”  
After all, Silver is a beautiful and purposeful metal, garnering immediate recognition and international 
respect.  With all due respect, the Devil is clearly and blatantly referring to the individuals who have had a 
field day taking advantage of silver, and the age old misconstrued cliché of “Devil’s Metal” is soon to be 
debunked.  At the end of the day, it’s as clear as a silver whistle, case and point, and there IS a light at the 
end of the tunnel, and that, dear friends, should be worth it's weight in SILVER.   I mean, think about it, does 
a Pope shit in the woods!? 

Chairismatically, 
AE
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